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Dear Friends, 

 

This month we celebrate the harvest season. The summer has ended and so we must take 

pleasure in the October days before the onset of colder weather and the longer nights. 

Golden October is a well-worn cliché, no doubt but it conveys to us the best images of 

the month, crisp clear sunny days and the leaves turning brown on the trees as they begin 

to shed their foliage. In spite of the record levels of rainfall, we are still fortunate enough 

to experience a few of these ideal 'Golden October' days. 

 

Perhaps this is what the celebration of the harvest is really all about, not just an 

acknowledgement of the turning of the year and the accomplishment of our farmers to 

produce the much needed food crops but also an opportunity to acknowledge and to be 

grateful for all we have. To be grateful that in spite of everything, the recession and the 

bad weather that we still live in a land of plenty. The harvest reminds us of the timeless 

struggle of humanity to live and to survive and all the struggle and heartache that that has 

involved over countless generations. 

 

We are heirs to all of this - the production of good food is a legacy bequeathed to us, 

handed down through the ages though perhaps we seldom think about it in these terms. I 

think that the harvest celebration reminds us of three things. Firstly, we should know that 

nothing could be accomplished without effort and sacrifice for we cannot reap where we 

have not sown. Secondly, the spiritual message of the harvest is that the seeds of our 

desire for peace, contentment and personal joy have to be cultivated; we have to allow 

that love of life and of each other to find space to grow in our inner most being. Finally, 

we should see that the harvest that comes to us ultimately through the grace of God is 

also a triumph of labour, human ingenuity and tenacity. We should be inspired because 

the power of all this achievement and the potential to act on the world, to enjoy and share 

its gifts lies within each one of us. 

 

Best wishes as always, 

Bob 


